New Titles

* The 30-second president : (The thirty second president) : (DVD)
20295,ID
COLOR 57 MIN FILMS MEDI 1984
A walk through the 20th century with Bill Moyers Series - In this program from the early 1980s Bill Moyers examines the phenomenon of the "30-second president" and the role of advertising in 20th-century American politics. No single force has changed American politics more than television-especially the television commercial. The video features an interview with Rosser Reeves, an advertising executive who worked on early political television campaigns for Dwight D. Eisenhower. Moyers also talks with media pioneer Tony Schwartz, whom Marshall McLuhan regarded as a fellow guru of the electronic age, for further insight into the impact of television on electoral politics. Written by Martin Koughan and Bill Moyers. Directed by Martin Koughan. Hosted by Bill Moyers.

* An American story : World War Two stories of the tragedy and triumph of our Japanese-American community during wartime : (DVD)
20277,ID
COLOR 110 MIN CALIFORNIA 2011
These stories recall the experience of Japanese Americans who were interned, undertook military service, and grappled with unprecedented and unjust targeting as people of Foreign Enemy Ancestry. Over 100,000 innocent people were systematically denied liberty and essential civil rights solely due to their cultural heritage. Interviews with Mas Hashimoto, Dr. Steven T. Tanaka, D.C., Franz Steidl, Sam Sakamoto, Shigeru T. Kizuka, Dr. Masako Miura, M.D., Frances Hoshiyama/Marcia Hashimoto, Shoichi Kobara, Faye Hashitani, Tom Mine, Chiyoko Yagi, Louise Sako, Koso Takemoto, Robb Mayeda, Lea Haratani and Heidi Gurcke Donald.

* The babushkas of Chernobyl : (DVD)
20282,ID
72 MIN THE VIDEO 2015
A documentary on a group of elderly women who have chosen to live in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone, an approximately 1,500-mile perimeter surrounding the site of the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster designated by the government as off-limits. The filmmakers journey into the tightly regulated Chernobyl Exclusion Zone decades after the world's worst nuclear disaster in 1986. The last survivors of a small community who refused to leave their ancestral homes live in the highly toxic landscape. The film follows the babushkas for one year, capturing their unusual lives in the Dead Zone, as well as the scientists and others who study the extent of ongoing contamination and visit the reactor site. Based on Holly Morris article U"kraine: a country of women" originally published in MOR magazine. Written by Holly Morris. Directed by Holly Morris and Anne Bogart. This DVD version includes deleted scenes; trailer; behind-the-scenes; photo gallery; Language: English.

* Better things : the complete first season : (DVD)
20322,ID
COLOR 240 MIN 20TH CENTU 2016
Better things Series - A collection of episodes from the first season of the television program "Better things." Actress/single mother of three young girls, Sam Fox, is raising her daughters in Los Angeles, trying to remain a working actress, and occasionally have a minute for herself. Created by Pamela Adlon and Sam E. C.K. Cast includes Pamela Adlon, Annie Murphy, Hannah Alligood, Olivia Edward, Celia Imrie, Rebecca Metz, Alysia Reiner, Lucy Davis. Included in this collection: Disc 1: Sam/pilot – Period – Brown – Woman is the something of the something – Future fever; Disc 2: Alarms – Duke’s chorus – Scaryfun – Hair of the dog – Only women bleed. This two-disc collection includes all the episodes from this first season; features widescreen presentation; Language: English.

* Bianco e nero : (DVD-PAL)
20278,ID
COLOR 100 MIN 01 DISTRIB 2008
A cultural mediator assisting immigrants finds her work spilling over into her home life and family. The beautiful woman is constantly dragging her family and husband to the events she must attend. At one such event her husband meets the beautiful black wife of the featured speaker. There is an immediate attraction between the husband and the wife. The two are brought together again, where the attraction grows. Brought together one more time, their passion ignites and they begin an affair. When the affair is discovered, family and friends are astonished, disappointed, angered and intrigued that the man could love a black woman. Cast includes Fabio Volo, Ambra Angiolini, Aissa Maiga, Éric Ebouaney, Katica Ricciarelli, Anna Bonaiuto, Franco Brancioli, Teresa Saponangelo, Bob Messini, Billo, Awa Ly. Screenplay by Giulia Calenda, Maddalena Ravagli, and Cristina Comencini. Directed by Cristina Comencini. This DVD version features deleted scenes; trailer; behind-the-scenes; photo gallery; Language: Italian; Subtitles: English and Italian closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-regional player.

* Breathless : (A bout de souffle) : (DVD)
20321,ID
B&W 90 MIN CRITERION 1960
The Criterion Collection Series - In one of the most important French New Wave films of the 1950's, writer-director Jean-Luc Godard rewrote the grammar of film, showing that the manner in which a story is told can be more important than the story itself. After a petty car thief kills a policeman in Paris, he tries to convince his American girlfriend to hide out with him in Italy. Cast includes Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jean Seberg, Liliane David, Daniel Boulanguer, Jean-Pierre Melville. Based on an original treatment by Francois Truffaut. Screenplay and directed by Jean-Luc Godard. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features archival interviews with director Jean-Luc Godard and actors Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jean Seberg, and Jean-Pierre Melville; Interviews from 2007 with Coutard, assistant director Pierre Rissient, and filmmaker D.A. Pennebaker; Two video essays: filmmaker Mark Rappaport Se Jean Seberg and critic Jonathan Rosenbaums "Breathless as criticism;" "Chambre 12, hotel de Suede." (88 min... 1993) French documentary about the making of Breathless with members of the cast and crew; "Charlotte et son Jules" (1959) short film by Godard featuring Belmondo; Trailer; Booklet featuring an essay by scholar Dudley Andrew and a 1960 piece on the film by Godard; In French, with English subtitles.
Two detectives are assigned to investigate the murder of a 60-year-old policeman at the Tokyo Railway Station. The victim is well-liked and benevolent and there does not seem to be any motivation to the murder. A further investigation finally leads to the discovery of the true past of a young rising composer. Based on the novel by Matsumoto Seicho. Cast includes Tetsuro Tanba, Go Kato, Kensaku Morita, Yoko Shimada, Karin Yamaguchi, Yoshi Kato, Seiji Matsuyama, Chishu Ryu, Masumi Harukawa, Shin Saburi, Ken Ogata, Kiyoji Atsumi. Screenplay by Hashimoto Shinobu and Yamada Yoji. Directed by Nomura Yoshitaro. This DVD version features interactive menus; Chapter search; Directors biography and filmography; Language: Japanese; Subtitles: English and Chinese.


**Child’s pose : (Pozita copilului): (DVD)**

20293.ID
COLOR 112 MIN ZEITGEIST 2013

Seeing a way to reassert control over her adult son’s life when he faces manslaughter charges, an affluent Romanian woman sets out on a campaign of emotional and social manipulation to keep him out of prison, navigating the waters of power, corruption and influence. Child’s Pose is based on the sense of loss of parents who have to send their children away-physically and psychologically. Cast includes Luminita Gheorghiu, Bogdan Dumitrache, Natasa Raab, Ilina Goia, Florin Zamfirescu. Directed by Calin Peter Netzer. This DVD version features deleted scene; Behind-the-scenes footage; U.S. theatrical trailer; In Romanian, with English subtitles.


**The cinematic jazz of Julie Dash : (DVD)**

20262,ID
COLOR 26 MIN THIRD WORLD 1992

African American filmmaker, producer, writer and director Julie Dash talks about her life and work and the difficulties she has had getting her films distributed and accepted. Interspersed with her comments are clips from three of her films. Daughter of dust, Illusions, and Diary of an African nun, and she talks about the making of a fourth film, Four women. One of her principal aims, she says, is “to redefine images of black women on the screen.” A film by Yvonne Welbon. Documentary films – United States.; African American motion picture producers and directors.; African American women motion picture producers and directors.; African American women — Interviews.; African Americans in the motion picture industry.; African American women in motion pictures.; Dash, Julie — Interviews.; Dash, Julie; Welbon, Yvonne, 1962-.

**Copper : season one : (DVD)**

20288,ID
COLOR 143 MIN SHOCHIKU C 1974

In the hands of an angry god (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana; teleplay by Frank Pugliese; directed by Clark Johnson – The empty locket (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana; teleplay by Kyle Bradstreet; directed by Clark Johnson; Disc 2. La tempele (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana; teleplay by Brant Englestein; directed by Jeff Woolnough — Arsenic and old cake (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana.; teleplay by Frank Pugliese; directed by Larysa Kondracki.; Disc 3. Better times are coming (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana.; teleplay by Sara Cooper; directed by Larysa Kondracki — A day to give thanks (44 min.) / story by Will Rokos & Tom Fontana.; teleplay by Kyle Bradstreet; directed by Ken Girotti.; Disc 4. Ashes denote that fire was (44 min.) / teleplay by Andrea Ciannavei; Kyle Weston-Jones, Kevin Ryan, Ati Essandoh, Anastasia Griffith, Tessa Thompson, Kiara Glascos, Alex Paxton-Beesley, Dylan Taylor, Ron White, Alfie Woodward. Directed by Larysa Kondracki, Ken Girotti, Clark Johnson, Nathan Morlando, Deborah Chow, Clement Virgo, T.J. Scott, Kari Skogland. This 11-disc collection contains episodes from the first two seasons and the second season includes:

Disc 1
Episode 1. Home, sweet home (44 min.) / teleplay by Thomas Kelly; story by Will Rokos and Tom Fontana; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 2. Aileen Aroon (44 min.) / written by Kyle Bradstreet.; directed by Larysa Kondracki – Episode 3. The children of the battlefield (44 min.) / written by Kevin Deiboldt; directed by Ken Girotti — Episode 4. I defy thee to forget (44 min.) / teleplay by Sara B. Cooper; story by Tom Fontana and Thomas Kelly; directed by Ken Girotti.; Disc 2. Episode 5. A morning song (43 min.) / teleplay by Frank Pugliese; story by Kyle Bradstreet and Will Rokos; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 6. To one shortly to die (43 min.) / teleplay by Kate Erickson; story by Tom Fontana and Kevin Deiboldt; directed by Clark Johnson — Episode 7. The hope too bright to last (44 min.) / teleplay by T. Cooper & Allison Glock-Cooper; story by Thomas Kelly; directed by Nathan Morlando — Episode 8. Ashes denote that fire was (44 min.) / teleplay by Andrea Ciannavei; Kyle Bradstreet and Tom Fontana; directed by Deborah Chow — Episode 9. Think gently of the erring (44 min.) / teleplay by Theresa Rebeck; story by Kevin Deiboldt and Will Rokos; directed by Clement Virgo.; Disc 3. Episode 10. The fine old Irish gentleman (44 min.) / teleplay by Kyle Bradstreet; story by Will Rokos and Tom Fontana; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 11. Good heart and willing hand (44 min.) / teleplay by T. Cooper & Allison Glock-Cooper; story by Thomas Kelly; directed by Kari Skogland — Episode 13. The place I called my home (44 min.) / written by Will Rokos.; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Extras. This three DVD collection features widescreen presentation; Set tours; Insiders; Character profiles; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Copper : season two : (DVD)**

20306,ID
COLOR 585 MIN WARNER HOM 2014

Copper Series - The second season of the police drama “Copper” set in 1860’s New York City in the notorious Five Points neighborhood. The series focuses on Kevin Corcoran, an intense, rugged, Irish-American cop. He struggles to maintain his moral compass while embarking on a quest to learn the truth about the disappearance of his wife and the death of his daughter. Cast includes Franka Potente, Donal Logue, Kyle Schmid, Tom Weston-Jones, Kevin Ryan, Ati Essandoh, Anastasia Griffith, Tessa Thompson, Kiara Glascos, Alex Paxton-Beesley, Dylan Taylor, Ron White, Alfie Woodward. Directed by Larysa Kondracki, Ken Girotti, Clark Johnson, Nathan Morlando, Deborah Chow, Clement Virgo, T.J. Scott, Kari Skogland. This 11-disc collection contains episodes from the first two seasons and the second season includes:

Disc 1
Episode 1. Good narrow and willing hand (44 min.) / teleplay by Thomas Kelly; story by Will Rokos and Tom Fontana; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 2. Aileen Aroon (44 min.) / written by Kyle Bradstreet.; directed by Larysa Kondracki – Episode 3. The children of the battlefield (44 min.) / written by Kevin Deiboldt; directed by Ken Girotti — Episode 4. I defy thee to forget (44 min.) / teleplay by Sara B. Cooper; story by Tom Fontana and Thomas Kelly; directed by Ken Girotti.; Disc 2. Episode 5. A morning song (43 min.) / teleplay by Frank Pugliese; story by Kyle Bradstreet and Will Rokos; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 6. To one shortly to die (43 min.) / teleplay by Kate Erickson; story by Tom Fontana and Kevin Deiboldt; directed by Clark Johnson — Episode 7. The hope too bright to last (44 min.) / teleplay by T. Cooper & Allison Glock-Cooper; story by Thomas Kelly; directed by Nathan Morlando — Episode 8. Ashes denote that fire was (44 min.) / teleplay by Andrea Ciannavei; Kyle Bradstreet and Tom Fontana; directed by Deborah Chow — Episode 9. Think gently of the erring (44 min.) / teleplay by Theresa Rebeck; story by Kevin Deiboldt and Will Rokos; directed by Clement Virgo.; Disc 3. Episode 10. The fine old Irish gentleman (44 min.) / teleplay by Kyle Bradstreet; story by Will Rokos and Tom Fontana; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Episode 11. Good heart and willing hand (44 min.) / teleplay by T. Cooper & Allison Glock-Cooper; story by Thomas Kelly; directed by Kari Skogland — Episode 13. The place I called my home (44 min.) / written by Will Rokos.; directed by Larysa Kondracki — Extras. This three DVD collection features widescreen presentation; Set tours; Insiders; Character profiles; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Criterion Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Breathless : (A bout de souffle) : (DVD)
Il sorpasso : (DVD)
Mildred Pierce : (DVD)
Purple noon : (Plein soleil) : (DVD)

* The dead : (DVD)
20314,ID
COLOR 83 MIN LIONSGATE 1987
Adaptation of a James Joyce short story, set in turn-of-the-century Dublin. A young couple, Greta and Gabriel Conroy, seem to have much for which to be grateful, until a tenor's song summons poignant memories, and Gabriel learns of his wife's unforgotten young love. Based on the short story The dead from the collection Dubliners by James Joyce. Cast includes Anjelica Huston, Donal McCann, Helena Carroll, Cathleen Delaney, Rachael Dowling, Ingrid Craigie, Dan O'Herlihy, Marie Kean, Donal Donnelly, Sean McClory, Frank Patterson. Written by Tony Huston. Directed by John Huston. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English and Spanish.

* Don't think I've forgotten : Cambodia's lost rock and roll : (DVD)
20290,ID
COLOR 106 MIN DTFICAMBOD 2014
Examines and unravels Cambodia's tragic past through the eyes, words and songs of its popular music stars of the 50's, 60's, and 70's, combining interviews with surviving musicians and never-before-seen archival material and rare songs, the film tracks the winding course of Cambodian music as it morphs into a unique style of rock and roll. A vibrant musical culture that was nearly lost forever under the brutal Khmer Rouge regime is revived and celebrated. Directed by John Pirozzi. This DVD version features The Kings last song (27 min.) a film about King Sihanouk's last song. This documentary critically considers the Oakland Unified Schools' 1996 "Ebonics Revolution." Building on the success of local instructional programming, the Resolution sought to improve African-American student performance by acknowledging African-American linguistic patterns and improving "the English acquisition and application skills of African-American students." The film aims to raise the topic of Ebonics in a contemporary and scholarly context, and is the first documentary to address this complex issue through an engagement with linguistic and educational research. Principal Academic Advisor and Research Consultant Ronald Williams II. Written and directed by Jonathan Gayles. This DVD version features English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

* The e-word : ebonics, race and language politics : (DVD)
20286,ID
COLOR 62 MIN FILMS MEDI 2015
This documentary critically considers the Oakland Unified Schools' 1996 "Ebonics Revolution." Building on the success of local instructional programming, the Resolution sought to improve African-American student performance by acknowledging African-American linguistic patterns and improving "the English acquisition and application skills of African-American students." The film aims to raise the topic of Ebonics in a contemporary and scholarly context, and is the first documentary to address this complex issue through an engagement with linguistic and educational research. Principal Academic Advisor and Research Consultant Ronald Williams II. Written and directed by Jonathan Gayles. This DVD version features English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

* Edward II : (DVD)
20304,ID
COLOR 90 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1992
King Edward II enthrallates his queen and imperils his throne by bringing his lover Gaveston to court. Based on the play by Christopher Marlowe. Cast includes Steven Waddington, Andrew Tiernan, Tilda Swinton, Nigel Terry, Kevin Collins, Jerome Flynn, John Lynch, Dudley Sutton. Screenplay by Derek Jarman, Stephen McBride, and Ken Butler. Directed by Derek Jarman. This DVD version features Tilda Swinton reads a tribute to Derek Jarman at the Edinburgh International Film Festival; Theatrical trailer; Language: English.

* Fixed : the science/fiction of human enhancement : (DVD)
20303,ID
COLOR 60 MIN NEW DAY FI 2013
From bionic limbs and neural implants to prenatal screening, researchers around the world are hard at work developing a myriad of technologies to fix or enhance the human body. This film takes a close look at the drive to be 'better than human' and the radical technological innovations that may take humans there. Commentators include John Hockenberry, Fernanda Castelo, Hugh Herr; Jamie Cascio, Rodney Brooks, Gregor Wolbring, Cressida Heyes, Patty Berne, James Hughes, Sujatha Jesudason, Marcy Darnovsky, Silvia Yee, Dominika Bednarska, Tim Hemmes. Directed by Regan Brashear. This DVD version is in English, with Spanish, French, Portuguese, and English subtitle options; Video description; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

New Titles

Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – United States.; Made-for-TV movies.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Road rage – Drama.; Attempted murder – Drama.; Automobile travel – Drama.; Weaver, Dennis, 1924-2006.; Matheson, Steven, 1946-.; Spielberg, Steven, 1946-.
**The German doctor : (DVD)**

*20276,ID 93 MIN FIRST RUN 2013*  
Patagonia, 1960. A German doctor meets an Argentine family and follows them to a small town where the family will be starting a new life. The family welcomes the doctor into their home and entrusts their young daughter to his care, unaware that he is a notorious war criminal. At the same time, Israeli agents are desperately looking to bring "the German doctor" to justice. Based on Lucia Puenzo's novel Wakolda. Cast includes Alex Brendemuhl, Natalia Oreiro, Diego Peretti, Florencia Bado, Guillermo Pfening. Written and directed by Lucia Puenzo. In Spanish, with English subtitles.

**Guernica : (DVD)**

*20276,ID 93 MIN FIRST RUN 2013*  

**The Great Wall : (DVD)**

*20271,ID 103 MIN UNIVERSAL 2017*  
European mercenaries searching for black powder become ensnared in the defense of the Great Wall of China against a horde of monstrous creatures. Cast includes Matt Damon, Pedro Pascal, Jing Tian, Willem Dafoe, Hanyu Zhang, Lu Han, Eddie Peng, Kenny Lin, Junkai Wang, Zheng Kai, Xuan Huang, Cheney Chen, Andy Lau. Story by Max Brooks, Eward Zwick, and Tony Gilroy. Directed by Zhang Yimou. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Language: English, French, Spanish, with English subtitles.

**Guernica : (DVD)**

*20269,ID 111 MIN SONY PICTU 2016*  
Set in 1937, Spain, an American journalist and a Spanish press-office censor form a secret alliance days before a bombing that sets the stage for WWII. Cast includes Burn Gorman, James D'arcy, Jack Davenport, Maria Valverde, Ingrid Garcia Jonsson. Written by Barney Cohen and Carlos Clavijo. Directed by Koldo Serra. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted and extended scenes; Language: English, French, Japanese, Thai; Subtitles: English, Chinese traditional; French, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish, Thai, English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**The handmaiden : (Ah-ga-ssi) : (DVD)**

*20296,ID 145 MIN SONY PICTU 2016*  
In 1930’s Korea during the Japanese occupation, a young Korean thief poses as a maid working for a Japanese heiress to help a swindler rob her of her fortune. Based on the novel Fingersmith by Sarah Waters. Cast includes Tae Ri Kim, Min-hee Kim, Jung-woo Ha, Jin-wook Jo, Hae-suk Kim, So-ri Moon. Screenplay by Chung Seo-Kyung and Park Chan-Wook. Directed by Park Chan-Wook. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: Korean; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

**Hamilton : an American musical : original Broadway cast recording : (Audio-CD)**

*20268,ID 87 MIN STRAND REL 2008*  
A bourgeois woman is driving alone on a dirt road when she becomes distracted and runs over something. In the days following this jarring incident, she becomes plagued and emotionally disconnected from the people and events in her life. She becomes obsessed with the possibility that she may have killed someone. The police confirm that there were no accidents reported in the area and everything returns to normal, until a gruesome discovery is made. Cast includes Maria Onetto, Claudia Cano, Cesare Binda, Daniel Guebel. Written and directed by Lucrecia Martel. This DVD version features original theatrical trailer; Other Strand Releasing trailers; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English.

**Guernica : (DVD)**

*20268,ID 87 MIN STRAND REL 2008*  
A turbulent Spanish family and a war criminal move to Argentina. Cast includes Jack Davenport, Natalia Oreiro, Diego Peretti, Florencia Bado, Guillermo Pfening. Written and directed by Lucia Puenzo. In Spanish, with English subtitles.

**The headless woman : (La mujer sin cabeza) : (DVD)**

*20268,ID 87 MIN STRAND REL 2008*  
Healing and the mind with Bill Moyers

For descriptions see individual titles:

Pelo malo : (Bad hair) : (DVD)

The handmaiden : (Ah-ga-ssi) : (DVD)

Guernica : (DVD)

The Great Wall : (DVD)

Hamilton : an American musical : original Broadway cast recording : (Audio-CD)

Global lens collection

For descriptions see individual titles:
Healing from within : (DVD)  
20318,ID  
COLOR 87 MIN  AMBORSÈ V 1993  
Healing and the mind with Bill Moyers Series - In Volume three the series examines two therapies involving neither drugs nor surgery, instead teaching patients to use their minds to improve the healing capacities within their bodies. Jon Kabat-Zinn teaches a form of Buddhist meditation to people from all walks of life, suffering from diverse medical problems, while David Spiegel runs a pioneering study seeking to demonstrate that group psychotherapy may prolong the lives of women in an advanced phase of breast cancer. The series Healing and the mind with Bill Moyers is a five volume exploration of the mind and body connection. Moyers talks with physicians, scientists, therapists, and patients– people who are taking a new look at the meaning of sickness and health.  
Documentary television programs – United States.; Healing – Psychological aspects.: Medicine and psychology.; Mind and body.; Psychophysiology.; Holistic medicine.; Alternative medicine.; Moyers, Bill D.

Il sorpasso : (DVD)  
20292,ID  
B&W 105 MIN  JANUS FILM 1962  
The Criterion Collection Series - A waggish, free-wheeling bachelor and a bookish law student take a madcap trip from Rome to rural Southern Italy. Cast includes Jean-Louis Trintignant, Vittorio Gassman, Catherine Spaak, Claudio Gora, Luciana Angiolillo. Story and screenplay by Dino Risi, Ettore Scola, Ruggero Maccari, Dialogue by Ettore Scola and Ruggero Maccari. Directed by Dino Risi. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features new introduction by filmmaker Alexander Payne; Interviews with screenwriter Ettore Scola and film scholar Remi Fournier Lanzoni; Interview from 2004 with director Dino Risi, conducted by film critic Jean A. Gili; Introduction by actor Jean-Louis Trintignant from a 1983 French television broadcast of the film; “A beautiful vacation,” a 2006 documentary on Risi featuring interviews with the director and his collaborators and friends; Excerpts from a 2012 documentary that returns to Castiglioncello, the location for the films beach scenes; Excerpts from “Speaking with Gassman,” a 2005 documentary on the relationship between actor Vittorio Gassman and Risi, directed by Risis son Mario; Trailer; Essay by critic Phillip Lopate; Language: Italian; Subtitles: English (with new subtitle translation).  
Feature films – Italy.; Road films.; Male friendship – Drama.; Automobile travel – Drama.; Male friendship – Italy – Drama.; Automobile travel – Italy – Drama.; Tuscany (Italy) – Drama.; Rome (Italy) – Drama.; Italy – Italy.; Italy – Tuscany.; Risi, Dino.

Jiro dreams of sushi : (DVD)  
20264,ID  
COLOR 82 MIN  MAGNOLIA H 2011  
The 85-year-old Jiro Ono is considered by many to be the world’s greatest sushi chef. For most of his life, Jiro has been perfecting the art of making sushi. He works from sunrise to well beyond sunset to taste every piece of fish; meticulously train his employees; and carefully mold and finesse the impeccable presentation of each sushi creation. He is the proprietor of a 10-seat sushi-only restaurant inauspiciously located in a Tokyo subway station. Despite its humble appearances, it is the first restaurant of its kind to be awarded a prestigious 3-star Michelin review, making Jiro the oldest Michelin chef alive. Sushi lovers from around the globe make repeated pilgrimages, calling months in advance and shelling out top dollar for a coveted seat at Jiro’s sushi bar. The film chronicles Jiro’s life as both an unparalleled success in the culinary world, and as a loving yet complicated father figure to his sons. Partly Ono, Yoshihiko Ono, Masuhiro Yamamoto, Daisuke Nakazawa. Directed by David Gelb. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes.; Masters.; Sushi gallery.; Commentary with director David Gelb and editor Brandon Driscoll-Luttringer; Theatrical trailer.; Language: Japanese.; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.  

La reina del sur  
For descriptions see individual titles:  
La reina del sur : volumen 1 : (DVD)  
20312,ID  
COLOR 999 MIN  UNIVERSAL 2011  

Land of mine : (Under sandet) : (DVD)  
20318,ID  
COLOR 101 MIN  SONY PICTU 2016  
In the aftermath of World War II, a group of surrendered German soldiers are ordered by Allied forces to remove their own land mines from the coast of Denmark. Cast includes Roland Moller, Mikkel Bo Følsgaard, Louis Hofmann, Joel Basman, Emil Belton, Oskar Belton, Oskar Bokelmann, Leon Seidel, Laura Bro, Mads Riisom. Written and directed by Martin Zandvliet. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; In conversation with director Martin Zandvliet.; Language: German.; English description audio track.; Subtitles: English, French, Portuguese.;
New Titles

Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

- The living orphan: (Der lebediker yusem): (DVD)
  1960s, and in recent years taught nonviolence organizing to poor
  King, Jr., to initiate civil rights struggles in the South in
  American Methodist minister who worked with Martin Luther
  teachings of Rev. James Lawson. Rev. Lawson, an African
  COLOR 38 MIN BULLFROG F 2016
  2015 theatrical trailer; Language: English; S ubtitles: English, French, Sp anish.
  Horon Stallings and T erri Francis; "The Cruz brothers and Mi ss
  DVD version features commentary track by professors Lamond a
  Rivera, Billie Allen, Gary Bolling, Norberto Kerner, Maritza
  Seiden. In Yiddish, with English subtitles.
  Feature films – United States.; Spouses – Drama.; Marital
  relationships – Drama.; Fathers and sons – Drama.; Secunda,

- Losing ground: (DVD)
  1993-1945 – Denmark – Prisoners and prisons – Drama.;
  Prisoners of war – Germany – Drama.; Prisoners of war –
  Denmark – Drama.; Land mines – Denmark – Drama.;
  Explosive ordnance disposal – Drama.; Denmark.; Germany;
  Zandvliet, Martin Pieter, 1971-.

- Live flesh: (Carne tremula): (DVD)
  1997
  The lives of five people are intertwined by romance, friendship
  and rivalry. Victor has fallen for a woman, Elena. Elena wants
  nothing to do with Victor and she calls the cops when he shows
  up at her apartment. The two cops that show up are David and
  Sancho. Sancho is a chronic, abusive drunk and believes his
  wife, Clara may be having an affair with his partner, David. Cast
  includes Javier Bardem, Francesca Neri, Liberto Rabal, Angela
  Molina, Jose Sancho, Pilar Bardem, Penelope Cruz. Written and
  directed by Pedro Almodovar. This DVD version features
  widescreen presentation; Trailer; Language: Castilian Spanish;
  Subtitles: English, French, and Spanish.

- The living orphan: (Der lebediker yusem): (DVD)
  1937
  A sentimental drama drawn from life in 1930's New York City.
  Believing his wife cares more for her theatrical career than for
  their son, a famous singer gives up his own career in New York
  and takes the boy to California. Original play by Sholom
  Secunda. Cast includes Fannia Rubina, Gustav Berger, Jerry
  Rosenberg, Herman Rosen, Harry Feld, Jacob Zanger, Jenny
  Cashier, Ida Divorkin, Rosie Schwartberg. Directed by Joseph
  Seiden. In Yiddish, with English subtitles.

- Losing ground: (DVD)
  1993
  The story of two women, gang members Sad Girl and Mousie,
  once best friends, now enemies. Their rift caused by the love
  they shared for the same man. Ernesto, the father of their
  babies. When Ernesto is murdered while dealing drugs, his gang
  seeks revenge and the women must adapt to the world as single
  mothers. The women of Echo Park struggle to survive in an
  environment that offers few options other than violence and
  poverty. The story is set in Echo Park, Los Angeles,
  California.Cast includes Angel Aviles, Seidy Lopez, Jacob
  Vargas, Panchito Gomez, Jesse Borrego, Julian Reyes, Marlo
  Marron, Bertila Damas, Ric Salinas, Salma Hayek, Christina
  Solis, Gabriel Gonzales, Arthur Esquer, Nelia Lopez. Written
  and directed by Allison Anders. This DVD version features audio
  commentary by director Allison Anders and producer Daniel
  Hassid; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish,
  and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

- Managing communication in a multicultural world: (DVD)
  2002
  Stanford executive briefings Series - Effective use of language
  has become an ever more important factor in the success of any
  enterprise. American English has been called the "Language of
  Business". Yet, American English comes in many forms and
  encompasses regional standards in addition to national standard.
  Race, occupation, and cultural background also influence
  language use. Dr. John Baugh explains that the conclusions
  people reach about us, based on how we speak, result in
  profound economic consequences both for ourselves and for our
  organizations. He points out that increased awareness of the
  impact of language is important in helping us understand the
  impressions we form of others, and the need to build tolerance of
  variations in dialect. In this presentation, Dr. Baugh provides a
  succinct overview of the evolution of American English and its
  many forms. Taped live February 13, 2002 at Stanford University.
  Presented by John Baugh. Directed by Mauricio Quijano.

- Mi vida loca: (My crazy life): (DVD)
  1993
  The story of two women, gang members Sad Girl and Mousie,
  once best friends, now enemies. Their rift caused by the love
  they shared for the same man. Ernesto, the father of their
  babies. When Ernesto is murdered while dealing drugs, his gang
  seeks revenge and the women must adapt to the world as single
  mothers. The women of Echo Park struggle to survive in an
  environment that offers few options other than violence and
  poverty. The story is set in Echo Park, Los Angeles,
  California.Cast includes Angel Aviles, Seidy Lopez, Jacob
  Vargas, Panchito Gomez, Jesse Borrego, Julian Reyes, Marlo
  Marron, Bertila Damas, Ric Salinas, Salma Hayek, Christina
  Solis, Gabriel Gonzales, Arthur Esquer, Nelia Lopez. Written
  and directed by Allison Anders. This DVD version features audio
  commentary by director Allison Anders and producer Daniel
  Hassid; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish,
  and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mildred Pierce : (Five-part HBO miniseries) : (DVD)

20308,ID
B&W 344 MIN WARNER HOM 2011
Originally broadcast on HBO as a 5 part mini-series in 2011. An intimate portrait of a uniquely independent woman who finds herself newly divorced during the Depression years and struggles to carve out a new life for herself and her family. The story explores Mildred’s unreasonable devotion to her insatiable daughter Veda, as well as the complex relationship she shares with the indolent men in her life, including her polo-playing lover Monty Beragon and ex-husband Bert Pierce. Based on the book by James M. Cain. Cast includes Kate Winslet, Melissa Leo, James LeGros, Brian F. O’Byrne, Mare Winningham, Morgan Turner, Guy Pearce, Rachel Wood, Miriam Shor, Marin Ireland, Murphy Guyer, Mark Margolis, Peter McRobbie, Richard Easton, Halley Feiffer, Ronald Guttman, Daniel London. Teleplay by Todd Haynes and Jon Raymond. Directed by Todd Haynes. This two-disc DVD version features English, French, and Spanish language options; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Mildred Pierce : (DVD)

20307,ID
B&W 111 MIN CRITERION 1945
The Criterion Collection Series - A stylish film noir story told from a woman's point of view, this Hollywood classic is a murder mystery with a shocking ending. Mildred Pierce is a mother who will do anything for her daughter. Mildred goes to the extreme of ending her middle-class marriage to climb the corporate ladder and marry a wealthy man she doesn’t love, just to secure her spoiled daughter’s future happiness. She might even kill for her daughter. Based on the novel by James M. Cain. Cast includes Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden, Ann Blyth, Bruce Bennett. Screenplay by Ranald MacDougall. Directed by Michael Curtiz. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features new conversation with critics Molly Haskell and Robert Polito; Excerpt from a 1970 episode of The David Frost show featuring actor Joan Crawford; Joan Crawford: the ultimate movie star (2002) feature length documentary; Q&A with actor Ann Blyth from 2002, conducted by film historian Eddie Muller; Segment from a 1969 episode of the Today show featuring Mildred Pierce novelist James M. Cain; Trailer; Essay by critic Imogen Sara Smith; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Narrated by Glenn Close. Written by Rick Goldsmith and Sharon Wood. Directed by Rick Goldsmith. This DVD version features English language closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired; Descriptive subtitles in English and Spanish language video description. Documentaries – United States.; Sports for women – United States.; Basketball players – United States – Biography.; Women basketball players – United States – Biography.; Mental illness – United States.; Sports for women.; Basketball players.; Mental illness.; Holdscaw, Chamique.; Goldsmith, Rick.

Mockery : (DVD)

20315,ID
B&W 70 MIN WARNER HOM 1927
The Warner Brothers Archive Collection Series - While scavenging for food among dead bodies during the Russian Revolution, a slow-witted peasant named Sergei is hired by a desperate woman to guide her out of the carnage. In exchange for promises of friendship and a secure future, he endures torture to save her. The woman turns out to be a countess, the friendship and secure future become a degrading job in her kitchen and Sergei, inflamed by proletarian ideals, embraces violence. From the story by Benjamin Christensen. Cast includes Lon Chaney, Ricardo Cortez, Barbara Bedford. Directed by Benjamin Christensen. This DVD version of the silent film features a new original musical score by James Schaefer. Feature films – United States.; Silent films–United States.; Countesses – Drama.; Civil war – Russia – Drama.; Hunger – Drama.; Chaney, Lon, 1883-1930.; Christensen, Benjamin, 1879-1959.

Music man of Manzanar : (DVD)

20260,ID
B&W 33 MIN J-TOWN PIC 2005
Lou Frizzell came to the Manzanar Relocation Center in 1943 to teach drama and music to the high school students who were interned during World War II. He wanted to make a difference and so it was through his music and plays he gave hope to these kids who were imprisoned behind barbed wire fences. A film by Brian T. Maeda. Documentaries – United States.; Japanese Americans – Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945; Japanese Americans.; Manzanar War Relocation Center – History.; Manzanar War Relocation Center.; Evacuation and relocation of Japanese Americans (United States : 1942-1945); History.; California – Manzanar.; Maeda, Brian T.

The Milestone cinemateque

For descriptions see individual titles:
Losing ground : (DVD)
My face was my crime: Tule Lake segregation center: (DVD)

A collection of seven short films by Anders Tomlinson. The films include: Why me? – We did it! – What is next? – 893 barracks – A meeting in Tule Lake – Center never was dark – Visiting Manzanar. The Tule Lake Internment and Later Segregation Center began construction in April 1942 and remained open until 1946, it was the last Federal relocation center to close. Designed to hold 10,000 Japanese-Americans, the population of the center peaked at 18,789 and nearly 30,000 people passed through the center when it was operational.


Overture to glory: (Vilner shtot hazn): (DVD)

The cantor of the Vilna Synagogue – played by the great, real-life cantor Moische Oysher – leaves behind his prayers to perform in the Warsaw Opera. He struggles to balance the appeal of his newfound fame, fortune, and notoriety with his feelings of guilt and responsibility toward his family and community. While performing in the Opera, he loses his voice and is forced to return to his village. Based on the life of “the Vilna Balabessel”, Joel David Loewenstein. Cast includes Moische Oysher, Helen Beverley, Florence Weiss, Lazar Freed, Jack Mylong Munz, Leonard Elliot. Directed by Max Nosseck. In Yiddish, with English subtitles.

Feature films – United States; Yiddish language films; Motion pictures, Yiddish; Yiddish language; Cantors (Judaism) in motion pictures; Cantors (Judaism) – Poland – Drama.; Singers – Poland – Drama.; Fathers and sons – Drama.; Culture conflict – Drama.; Poland; Loewenstein-Strashunsky, Joel David, 1816-1850 – Drama.; Nosseck, Max.

Obsession: (Blu-ray Disc)

20267, ID
COLOR 98 MIN ARROW VIDEO 1976

A tenth wedding anniversary celebration ends tragically when Michael Courtland discovers that his wife and 9-year-old daughter have been kidnapped. In an attempt to trap the criminals, counterfeit money is used to pay the ransom, but the plan fails and the wife and child are never recovered. Ten years later he meets the double of his dead wife and on the eve of their wedding, she disappears and he is drawn into a strange plot to recreate the past. Story by Brian De Palma and Palma Schrader. Screenplay by Paul Schrader. Cast includes Cliff Robertson, Genevieve Bujold, John Lithgow, Wanda Blackman. Directed by Brian De Palma. This Blu-ray Disc version features “Obsession” revisited (37 min.) documentary featurette including interviews with director Brian De Palma, stars Cliff Robertson and Genevieve Bujold; Early Brian De Palma short films: “Wotons wake” (1962) and “The responsive eye” (1966); Original trailer; Booklet featuring writing on the film by author and critic Brad Stevens; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Blu-ray Discs must be played using a Blu-ray player.

Feature films – United States; Detective and mystery films.; Kidnapping – Drama.; Murder – Drama.; De Palma, Brian

Orlando: (DVD)

20297, ID
COLOR 94 MIN SONY PICTU 1992

Orlando, an English nobleman, defies the laws of nature with surprising results. Impractical and highly imaginative, he undergoes a series of extraordinary transformations that humorously, hauntingly illustrate the eternal war between the sexes. Based on the novel Orlando by Virginia Woolf. Cast includes Tilda Swinton, Billy Zane, Lothaire Bluteau, John Wood, Charlotte Valandrey, Heathcote Williams, Quentin Crisp. Written and directed by Sally Potter. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Orlando goes to Russia; Orlando in Uzbekistan; Jimmy was an angel Venice Film Festival press conference; An interview with Sally Potter; Select scenes commentary with director Sally Potter; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Overture to glory: (Vilner shtot hazn): (DVD)

20280, ID
B&W 77 MIN THE NATION 1940

The cantor of the Vilna Synagogue – played by the great, real-life cantor Moische Oysher – leaves behind his prayers to perform in the Warsaw Opera. He struggles to balance the appeal of his newfound fame, fortune, and notoriety with his feelings of guilt and responsibility toward his family and community. While performing in the Opera, he loses his voice and is forced to

The promise: (DVD)

20285, ID
COLOR 134 MIN UNIVERSAL 2016

Empires fall, love survives. When Michael, a brilliant medical student, meets Ana, their shared Armenian heritage sparks an attraction that explodes into a romantic rivalry between Michael and Ana’s boyfriend Chris, a famous American photojournalist dedicated to exposing political truth. As the Ottoman Empire crumbles into war torn chaos, their conflicting passions must be deferred while they join forces to get their people to safety and save themselves. Cast includes Oscar Isaac, Charlotte Le Bon, Christian Bale, Daniel Gimenez-Cacho, Shohreh Aghdashloo, Marwan Kenzari, Angela Sarafyan, Rade Sherbedgia, Tom Hollander, Igal Naor, Numan Acar, Milene Mayer, Jean Reno, James Cromwell. Written by Terry George and Robin Swicorda. Directed by Terry George. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature commentary with director Terry George and producer Eric Esrailian; Deleted scenes; The love story; War

Perceptions
A series shown on KCRA-TV on Asian and Asian American issues.

For descriptions see individual titles.

The vanishing heroes: (DVD)

P0757, ID
COLOR 103 MIN FILM MOVEMENT 2007

A Film Movement presents DVD which includes the feature length film "If I want to whistle, I whistle: (Eu cand vreau sa fluer, fluer)" and the short film "Kiss: (Kus)."

P0758, ID
COLOR 189 MIN 20TH CENTURY 1958
Double take: original and remake series featuring "The fly" (1958) directed by Kurt Neumann and "The fly" (1986) directed by David Cronenberg.

P0759, ID
COLOR 116 MIN AMBORSE V 2012

Volume 1 and 2 of "The Healing and the mind with Bill Moyers:" The mystery of Chi and The mind and body connection.

P0760, ID
COLOR 115 MIN AMBORSE V 2012

Volume 4 and 5 of "Healing and the mind with Bill Moyers:" The art of healing and Wonded healers.

Pelo malo: (Bad hair): (DVD)

20294, ID
COLOR 92 MIN GLOBAL FILM 2012

Global lens collection Series - A nine-year-old boy's preening obsession with straightening his stubbornly curly hair – "bad hair" inherited from his absent father – elicits a tidal wave of homophobic panic in his hard-working mother. Cast includes Samuel Lange (Zambrano), Samantha Castillo, Beto Benites, Nelly Ramos, Maria Emilia Subaran. Written and directed by Mariana Rondon. In Spanish, with English subtitles.


Perceptions
A series shown on KCRA-TV on Asian and Asian American issues.

For descriptions see individual titles.

The vanished heroes: (DVD)
and struggle; A cause; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*Psycho*: (DVD)

20266,ID

COLOR 104 MIN UNIVERSAL 1998

Director Gus Van Sant version of Alfred Hitchcocks suspense classic. Criminal on the run, Marion Crane takes refuge at the motel operated by Norman Bates – a troubled man whose victims encounter a grisly fate at the hands of his 'mother'. Marion soon becomes the next victim and her disappearance prompts inquiries from her sister and a private investigator. They both soon discover the morbid bond linking Norman to his mysterious 'mother' at the Bates Motel. Cast includes Vince Vaughn, Julianne Moore, Viggo Mortensen, William H. Macy, Anne Heche. Screenplay by Joseph Stefano. Directed by Gus Van Sant. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Psycho path" the making of "Psycho"; Feature commentary with director Gus Van Sant, Anne Heche, and Vince Vaughn; Production notes; Cast and filmmakers; Theatrical trailer; Universal web links; Screen savers; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*Purple noon*: (Plein soleil): (DVD)

20298,ID

COLOR 117 MIN JANUS FILM 1960

The Criterion Collection Series - An adaptation of Patricia Highsmith's novel "The Talented Mr. Ripley," this film stars Alain Delon as Tom Ripley, a duplicitous American charmer in Rome on a mission to bring his privileged acquaintance Philippe Greenleaf back to the United States; what initially seems a carefree tale of friendship soon morphs into a thrilling saga of seduction, identity theft, and murder. Cast includes Alain Delon, Marie Laforet, Maurice Ronet, Erno Crisa, Frank Latimore, Bill Kearns, Ave Ninchi, Viviane Chantel, Nerio Bernardi, Barbel Fanger, Lily Romanelli, Nicolas Petrov, Elvire Popesco, Romy Schneider. Written by Rene Clement and Paul Gegauff. Music by Nina Rota. Directed by Rene Clement. This Criterion collection DVD version features chapter search; New interview with Rene Clement scholar and author Dentiza Bantcheva; Archival interviews with actor Alain Delon and novelist Patricia Highsmith, on whose book "The talented Mr. Ripley" the film is based; Booklet featuring an essay by film critic Geoffrey O'Brien and excerpts from a 1981 interview with Clement; Original English language trailer; In French, with English subtitles.


*Queen of the South*

For descriptions see individual titles:

Queen of the South: the complete first season:

(DVD)

*Queen of the South*: the complete first season:

20311,ID

COLOR 546 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2016

Queen of the South Series - The complete first season of the television program "Queen of the South." Teresa Mendoza is a woman who is forced to run and seek refuge in America after her drug dealing boyfriend is unexpectedly murdered. In the process, she teams up with an unlikely figure from her past to bring down the leader of the very drug trafficking ring that has her on the run. Based on the novel "La reina del sur by Arturo Perez-Reverte. Cast includes Alice Braga, Justina Machado, Hendry Madera, Pote Galvez, Gerardo Taracena. Created by M.A. Forth and Joshua John Miller. This collection of episodes from the first season includes: Disc 1. Piloto – Guarneta Minutos – Estrategia De Entrada – Lirio De Los Valles; disc 2. Un Alma. Un Mapa. Dos Futuros. – El Engano Como La Regla – El Hombre Pajaro – Billete De Magia – Coge Todo Lo Que Puede Llevar; disc 3. Esta 'Corta' Que Es Nuestra – Punto Sin Retorno – Quinientos Mil – Cicatriz. This three-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*Remembering our Manongs*: Sonoma county's Filipino history: (DVD)

20263,ID

COLOR 56 MIN FILIPINO A 2006

Explores the history of Filipino immigration to the Sonoma County, Calif. and the development of present-day Filipino culture in the county. Project director Leny Strobel.


*Spoils of war*: (Botin de Guerra): (DVD)

20275,ID

COLOR 112 MIN FACETS VID 2000

First-hand accounts from the Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo, who dared to challenge the ruthless dictatorship of Argentina from 1976 to 1983 and have sought to find their missing grandchildren. Children now reunited with their families, and some who still hope to be, contribute. Screenplay by Luisa Irene Ickowicz. Directed by David Blaustein. This DVD version features chapter selection; Theatrical trailer; Music video; TV spot; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English.


*Stanford executive briefings*

For descriptions see individual titles:

Managing communication in a multicultural world:

(DVD)

*A touch of sin*: (Tian zhu ding): (Blu-ray Disc)

20272,ID

COLOR 130 MIN KINO LORBE 2013

An exploration of violence and corruption in contemporary China. Inspired by four shocking and true events, the film focuses on four characters who are driven to violent ends. An angry miner, enraged by widespread corruption, decides to take justice into his own hands. A rootless migrant discovers the infinite possibilities of owning a firearm. A young receptionist is pushed beyond her limits by an abusive client. A young factory worker goes from one discouraging job to the next, only to face increasingly degrading circumstances. Cast includes Jiang Wu, Wang Baoqiang, Zhao Tao, Luo Lanshan, Li Meng, Zhang Jiayi. Written and directed by Jia Zhangke. This Blu-ray Disc features widescreen presentation; Trailer; Languages: Mandarin and Cantonese; Subtitles: English. A Blu-ray Disc needs to be played on a Blu-ray player.

Veronico Cruz: (La deuda internal): (DVD)  
COLOR 23 MIN WOMEN MAKE 1985
Four women, an ironworker, welder, sprinklerfitter, and electrician reveal how their lives changed when they entered into the traditional male world of skilled crafts. Interviews four journeywomen (Barbara Bane, apprentice sprinklerfitter, Bessie Crosby, welder, Alison Ebata, apprentice electrician, Natalie Mazur, ironworker). They talk about original career doubts, sharing household chores with husbands and children, difficulties experienced as apprentices, and work relationships with coworkers. Directed by Stephanie Antalyco.

The vanishing heroes: (DVD)  
20259, ID
COLOR 27 MIN HEARST TEL 1984

Your name: (Kimi no na wa): (Blu-ray Disc)  
20291, ID
COLOR 106 MIN TOHO ANIMA 2017
Mitsuha, a high school girl living in a rural town deep in the mountains, has a dream that she is a boy living an unfamiliar life in Tokyo. Taki, a high school boy living in Tokyo, dreams that he is a girl living in the mountains. As they realize they are changing places, their encounter sets the cogs of fate into motion. Based on the novel by Makoto Shinkai. Cast includes Ryunosuke Kamiki, Mone Kamishiraishi, Ryo Narita. Screenplay by Makoto Shinkai. Directed by Makoto Shinkai. This Blu-ray Disc version features interactive menu; Language: Japanese; Subtitles: English and Chinese.

A walk through the 20th century with Bill Moyers  
For descriptions see individual titles:
The 30-second president: (The thirty second president): (DVD)

The Warner Brothers Archive Collection  
For descriptions see individual titles: Mockery: (DVD)

The weight of water: (DVD)  
20284, ID
COLOR 113 MIN LIONS GATE 2000
A century-old double murder haunts Jean, a photographer, who travels to the scene of the crime to investigate. The sole survivor of the murders was a woman whose unhappy marriage mirrors Jean’s. Past and present collide and it suddenly becomes clear to Jean who the real killer is. Based on the novel by Anita Shreve. Cast includes Anders W. Berthelsen, Katrin Cartlidge, Ciaran Hinds, Elizabeth Hurley, Josh Lucas, Catherine McCormack, Sean Penn, Sarah Polley, Ulrich Thomsen. Screenplay by Alice Arlen and Christopher Kyle. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interactive menus; Scene access; Trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Veronico Cruz: (La deuda internal): (DVD)  
20270, ID
COLOR 106 MIN VANGUARD C 1982
Follows the life of an Indian boy, from his birth in remote Argentina, to his death in the Falklands/Malvinas war. A teacher tries to teach boy, now a young man. The young man was raised in the middle of nowhere, in almost near isolation. The teacher tries to teach the young man about the world outside of where he was born. Based on The Experiences of Fortunato Ramos by Miguel Pereira. Cast includes Juan Jose Camero, Gonzalo Morales. Script by Eduard Leiva Mueller based on the original script by Miguel Pereira. Directed by Miguel Pereira. In Spanish, with English subtitles.

Feature films – Argentina.; Falkland Islands War, 1982 – Drama.; Boys – Argentina – Drama.; Young men – Argentina – Drama.; Teachers – Argentina – Drama.; Falkland Islands War, 1982; Falkland Islands War (1982); Argentina – Drama.; Falkland Islands – Drama.; Argentina; Falkland Islands.; Pereira, Miguel, 1940-.

The 30-second president: (The thirty second president): (DVD)

New Titles

The walk of water: (DVD)  
20258, ID
COLOR 99 MIN SONY PICTU 2007
Newly-inaugurated mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, is only beginning to implement his anti-fun initiatives against crimes like noisily portable radio, graffiti and public drunkenness. Set in this time, troubled high school student Luke Shapiro is a teenage pot dealer who forms a friendship with Dr. Jeffrey Squires, a psychiatrist and kindred lost soul. When the doctor proposes Luke trade him weed for therapy sessions, the two begin to explore both New York City and their own depression. Cast includes Ben Kingsley, Famke Janssen, Josh Peck, Olivia Thirlby, Mary-Kate Olsen, Jane Adams, Method Man, Aaron Yoo. Written and directed by Jonathan Levine. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Commentary with Josh Peck and director Jonathan Levine; Luke Shapiros dope show; Making it real: a day in the life of Jonathan Levine; Time in a bottle: behind the scenes of the Walkness; Languages: English and French; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.